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The Casebook of Sherlock Holmes 

Adventure LII -- The Adventure of the Sussex Vampire 
 

Compilation of quizzes from the Diogenes Club and the Crew of the Barque Lone Star 
 

1.  The theme for this adventure was influenced by a friend and fellow writer 
of the author.  Who was the friend?  

2.  For which story is the world not yet prepared?  

3.  
The case was referred to Sherlock Holmes by Morrison, Morrison and Dodd 
who had not forgotten the successful action in the case of Matilda Briggs.  
What is the Matilda Briggs? 

 

4.  With whom was Robert Ferguson previously acquainted?  

5.  Which Queen of England saved her husband’s life by sucking poison from a 
wound to his arm?  

6.  What did Holmes prescribe for older son?  

7.  What were the two clues that allowed Holmes to deduce that there was 
poison involved?  

8.  What is the name of the dog?  

9.  What was the name of the older son?  

10.  From which country did Mrs. Ferguson migrate?  

11.  The baby’s nurse’s name is?  

12.  What did Watson mention was the only “modern thing” seen in Ferguson’s 
house?  

13.  What year did Watson say he received his medical degree?  

14.  Holmes’ index have pages concerning vampires in which two locations?  

15.  In what sport did Bob Ferguson and Dr. Watson oppose each other?  

16.  “We must not let him think that this agency is a home for the 
______________________.”  

17.  How many times had Bob Ferguson been married?  
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18.  What was the name of the law firm that wrote to Holmes on behalf of Bob 
Ferguson?  

19.  … and the maid’s name, who is considered the wife’s friend, was ?  

20.  Why does Mr. Ferguson initially pretend to be seeking Holmes's help for 
somebody else?  

21.  Why was the baby hurt?  

22.  Why was the mother sucking the blood from the baby's neck?  

23.  What evidence did Holmes need to confirm what he knew to be the truth of 
this case?  
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Answer 

24.  The theme for this adventure was influenced by a friend and fellow writer 
of the author.  Who was the friend? Bram Stoker 

25.  For which story is the world not yet prepared? The Giant Rat of Sumatra 

26.  
The case was referred to Sherlock Holmes by Morrison, Morrison and Dodd 
who had not forgotten the successful action in the case of Matilda Briggs.  
What is the Matilda Briggs? 

A ship 

27.  With whom was Robert Ferguson previously acquainted? Dr. Watson 

28.  Which Queen of England saved her husband’s life by sucking poison from a 
wound to his arm? 

Eleanor of Castile 
accompanied Edward I on a 
crusade to the Holy Land in 

1270 - 1272 

29.  What did Holmes prescribe for older son? A year at sea 

30.  What were the two clues that allowed Holmes to deduce that there was 
poison involved? 

The dog was semi-paralyzed 
and there was an empty 
poison poisoned-arrow 

quiver. 

31.  What is the name of the dog? Carlo the spaniel 

32.  What was the name of the older son? Jacky 

33.  From which country did Mrs. Ferguson migrate? Peru 

34.  The baby’s nurse’s name is? Mrs. Mason 

35.  What did Watson mention was the only “modern thing” seen in Ferguson’s 
house? Smart maid 

36.  What year did Watson say he received his medical degree? 1878 

37.  Holmes’ index have pages concerning vampires in which two locations? Transylvania and Hungary 

38.  In what sport did Bob Ferguson and Dr. Watson oppose each other? Rugby 

39.  “We must not let him think that this agency is a home for the 
______________________.” weak-minded 

40.  How many times had Bob Ferguson been married? 2 or 3 times 

41.  What was the name of the law firm that wrote to Holmes on behalf of Bob 
Ferguson? Morrison, Morrison, and Dodd 

42.  … and the maid’s name, who is considered the wife’s friend, was ? Delores 

43.  Why does Mr. Ferguson initially pretend to be seeking Holmes's help for 
somebody else? 

He is embarrassed to admit 
his wife might be a vampire 
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44.  Why was the baby hurt? The son was jealous of the 
new wife and baby 

45.  Why was the mother sucking the blood from the baby's neck? To draw out poison 

46.  What evidence did Holmes need to confirm what he knew to be the truth of 
this case? 

To see the South American 
weapons on the wall 

 
Dr. Jim Webb & Steve Mason 

 
 
 


